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Publisher Correction: FGF signalling controls the
specification of hair placode-derived SOX9 positive
progenitors to Merkel cells
Minh Binh Nguyen1, Idan Cohen1, Vinod Kumar2, Zijian Xu3, Carmit Bar1, Katherine L. Dauber-Decker1,
Pai-Chi Tsai4, Pauline Marangoni5, Ophir D. Klein 5,6, Ya-Chieh Hsu4, Ting Chen3, Marja L. Mikkola2 &
Elena Ezhkova 1
Correction to: Nature Communications ; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-018-04399-y, published online 13 June 2018.
The originally published version of this Article contained an error in Figure 2. In panel e, the blue bar was incorrectly labelled ‘KRT8(+)/
TOMATO(−)’. Furthermore, during the process of preparing a correction, the publication date of the Article was inadvertently
changed to June 20th 2018. Both of these errors have been corrected in the PDF and HTML versions of the Article.
Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and
reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license,
and indicate if changes were made. The images or other third party material in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit
line to the material. If material is not included in the article’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use,
you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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